
Concerning Swedwatch report ’Childood lost’ by Therese Sjöström  
 
Swedwatch examines and discribes in its report, Childhood lost, how children in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo are affected by the conditions at the diamond mine sites.  
 
Swedwatch writes that ’it is highly likely that diamonds from the DRC are part of European, 
including Swedish jewelley companies supply chains’.  
A likelihood based on the fact that Democratic Republic of Congo is by quantity the third 
largest diamond producing country in the world. 
 
Swedwatch is concluding, by its researcher Therese Sjöström, that all of the seven Swedish 
companies assessed in the report ’indicates a low awareness of the international norms that 
apply to its business, and is currently ill prepared to adhere to them’. Based mainly on the fact 
that we failed to reply.  
 
My conclusion is that the Swedwatch report ’Childhood lost’ shows relevant flaws and should 
be seriously questioned.  
 
An important information, that Swedwatch fails to report, is that when it comes to value, the 
Democratic Republic of Congo only represent 0.9% of the total value of the worlds annual 
turnover of diamonds, recording to the Kimberly Process rough diamond statistic from as late 
as 2014. Sjöström has failed to report that the Democratic Republic of Congo produces more 
industrial diamonds than any other county in the world. As a matter of fact, as stated in an 
Unicef article from 2013, it is the largest natural industrial diamond producer in the world.  
 
Industrial diamonds are, as the name refers to, something used in the industry to improve 
drilling and cutting tools or in electronic devices. 
 
The Swedwatch report also states as a fact that 99.9 % of the worlds diamond production is 
reported conflict-free and that as little as 0.1% of the worlds diamonds are considered 
untradeable. Sjöström still choses to ignore this. 
 
The major six producing countries in the world today by value are in fact Russia, Botswana, 
Canada, Angola, South Africa and Namibia. These six countries accounts for 90 % of the total 
production by value in the world today. 
Russia represent 25,8 % of the total market and Botwana another 25,2%. Russia is the world's 
number one producer of rough diamonds by value and by carat volume. The state-owned 
miner ALROSA controls the vast majority of diamond mining in the country. Its reserves 
exceed one billion carats. This should allow the country to maintain its position as a dominant 
player in the industry for several decades to come. 
 
By all accounts, Botswana's diamond revenues have been put to very good use in helping lift 
the country out of poverty. In the late 1960s, Botswana was one of the poorest countries in the 
world. Today it ranks among the top African countries for per capita GDP, and consistently 
ranks near the top among Africa countries in terms of literacy, education, health care and low-
levels of government corruption. 
 
When it comes to Canada (13,8 % of the annual production) most of the diamond projects are 
clustered in the far reaches of the northern Arctic region known locally as the Barren Lands. 
These barely hospitable tundra experience winter temperatures that average -35 degrees 



Celsius, often dipping below -50. This makes mining a challenge but is very far away from 
the pictures Swedwatch have chosed to represent the diamond trade. 
 
At number six in the diamond producing nations rankings, Namibia boasts the highest value 
per carat diamonds in the world. Namibian diamonds are mostly found in the ocean, along the 
country's 1,570 kilometer coastline. These diamonds are mined mostly from boats and barges 
that drill and extract material from the seabed through long hoses. Also a process very far 
away from what Swedwatch chooses to describe.  
 
Further into the report Swedwatch states that, and now including seven Swedish companies in 
a survey, that ’the seven companies assessed in this study represent the main share of the 
Swedish jewellery market’. 
 
Swedwatch have choosen to include  Iduna Ab, Smycka AB, Schalins ringar, Guldbolaget, 
Gemma AB, Ahrenbäcks ädelstensliperi och Engelbert. The report states clearly that Iduna 
AB and Smycka Ab ’combined have an estimated yearly turnver of 180 million euro’. These 
two, according to the report, represent half of the Swedish jewellery retail sector’. 
 
This would mean that the annual turnover in Sweden in the jewellery trade is 360 million 
euros. A figure that in this report comes from an earlier Swedwatch report from 2010 
according to the Handels Utredningsinstitut the turnover refering to gold and precious stones. 
(It is stated that it doesn't even necessarily concerns jewellery..) 
 
But taking a quick glance at allabolag.se the total annual turnover of ALL the seven 
companies assessed in the report is 180 million euro. Which proves that Sjöström have 
randomly picked smaller companies such as Engelbert, Gemma AB, Ahrenbecks 
Ädelstenssliperi to make the report seem more complete. When it comes to value, the 
companies above each correspond to only 0.5 % of the total turnover mentioned.  
 
Once again, the report fails to give correct information and is neglective with figures. 
 
So who does the Swedwatch report apply to? I am quite sure that it doesn’t apply to any of the 
seven companies listed and certainly not to Engelbert. Still our name is used in the report 
under very negative circumstanes and graded as having a ’low awareness’ and ’their lack of 
response is assessed as an indication of low compliance’. 
 
You are hereby asked to exclude AB Heribert Engelbert from your report due to the 
misleading information it is giving. If Swedwatch still decides to include Engelbert we may 
be forced to take legal actions against it.  
 
There are, unfortunately, businesses in the world with infected areas, the diamond industry, 
the food industry, the clothing industry not to mention the coltane mining industry beeing an 
important component of smartphones. But a small cut on your little finger doesn’t mean your 
whole body is infected.  
 
I am aware of the hugely infected situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo. But to 
describe the situation in the DRC in a direct relation to the Swedish jewellery trade is not only 
unfair but untrue. 
 



I would therefore like to conclude by stating that Swedwatch, and its author Therese 
Sjöström, by its report, shows a low awareness of the international norms that apply to the 
diamond business, and is currently ill prepared to report about it. 
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
Johanna Pietsch CEO, Engelbert Stockholm 
MA, FGA, DGA  
 
 
Additional comments from Engelbert: 
 
Engelbert work only with a very limited and severly selected amount of diamond suppliers, 
based in Antwerp, which have been in business for a long time and which have an impeccable 
track record. As you know, or may not know, Antwerp is applying the strictest rules of all 
diamond centres as far as KP regulations are concerned. The following rule is applied in 
Antwerp: If any Antwerp diamond company receives a rough parcel from a third party with 
suspicious origin, or with suspicious documentation the parcel is seized immediately and 
the Antwerp diamond company will have to undergo a police investigation, with severe 
consequences (even if it has nothing to do with the party who sent the parcel). This means that 
all Antwerp diamond companies not only make sure the parcels they buy are from reliable 
origin, but also that the people they work with are screened thoroughly to follow rules and 
regulations within the diamond trade. 
 


